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Evan-Moor Educational Publishers. Paperback / softback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW,
Grammar & Punctuation, Grade 5, Jo Ellen Moore, Evan-Moor Educational Publishers, Provide your
students with the grammar and punctuation practice they need in order to perform successfully on
classroom assignments, in the real world, and on state tests! 25 grammar and punctuation rules
are supported by downloadable interactive charts and reproducible practice pages to help students
develop important language skills. Interactive and reproducible activities motivate students as they
practice grammar and punctuation skills. Content includes: * kinds of sentences * subjects and
predicates * compound sentences * common and proper nouns * singular and plural nouns * verb
tenses * pronouns and antecedents * possessive nouns and pronouns * adjectives * comparative
and superlative adjectives * adverbs * prepositions * comma usage * quotation marks * tricky word
usage.
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ReviewsReviews

This book is really gripping and fascinating. Of course, it is actually play, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. You will not feel monotony at
anytime of the time (that's what catalogs are for about if you request me).
-- Delber t Glea son-- Delber t Glea son

Basically no terms to clarify. It can be writter in basic terms instead of di icult to understand. I am easily could get a enjoyment of reading through a
composed publication.
-- Dr . Ha z el Ziem a nn IV-- Dr . Ha z el Ziem a nn IV
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